Scuba Bunnies by Christine Loomis

Absolutely Precious!

Scuba bunnies

Long to see

What’s beneath

The deep blue sea  After bath time, scuba bunnies kiss their mamas and off they go on an imaginary undersea voyage. They dive for treasure, ride the waves, and leap with dolphins, until it’s time to backstroke home in bunny buddy pairs, to mamas waiting onshore with towels and warm hugs. With infectious rhyme and enchanting illustrations, here’s a bath-to-bedtime adventure that’s sure to become a favorite.

My Personal Review:
This picture book makes a great gift for any toddler (I actually bought it as a baby gift for a newborn) but, particularly if the babys parents are scuba divers, themselves. They will appreciate the depth of research made in producing the book and the play on words, such as scuba bunnies (ie; scuba buddies.) Based on the details of the story, it is evident that the author knows about the sport of scuba diving, yet the story is written in simple, uncomplicated, sweetly rhyming words; appropriate for young children. It engages upon an active bunny fantasy under the sea, supported by adorable illustrations and colorful, underwater spectacles. Since I gave it as a gift, I am seriously considering buying another copy for myself (and Im a 50-something scuba diver who has been enjoying the sport for over 20 years!) It is a precious little book and now I wish to explore the other bunnies series books.
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